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Smoothing... Ping Confirmed…
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Welcome to the Altamira Cave Complex (ACC)!

Before entering, note that the Complex is self-sealing and 
sensitive to pings, whether conscious, subconscious, 
unconscious, or physical. All visitors, regardless of waking 
state, activate an instant host glare corresponding to the 
language, physiognomy, and position of their Biotic Tag. 
Your Biotic Tag ping triggered this set. Due to Halley's 
Comet, only dream state visits are allowed at this time. 
Your Dream State Entry Permit Request is approved. Since 
your source is positioned in the extreme of Orion Spur,  
epigenetic recording is possible. 

Altamira Cave Complex does not auto-record. 

Use self.

The following questions will help orient your Biotic Tag. You 
may add optional term sets every time you encounter the 
marker:    . This marker will submerge your tag into processing 
detailed under-references.
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Smoothing...

Who can visit Altamira Cave Complex?

Only those authorized for dream state visits can enter ACC. To 
qualify for entry kindly proceed with the following ACC Dream 
State Entry Permit.

Who is currently housed at ACC?

Majority of “Western    Masterpiece   Painting   ” from 1403 LT 
until 1968 LT, formerly protected by UNESCO Cultural Property 
Laws   , are housed at ACC. In 2054 LT when Cultural Property 
Protections    were suspended and invalidated, these former 
assets were given as Re-Animate Objects    and released from 
their collections. They arrived at ACC for repair procedures in 
2077 LT when, systemwide ownership codes were replaced 
with charters of use. Following reclassification, these Re-
Animate Objects no longer required strict preservation 
conditions mandated by previously encyclopedic    museum 
collections   , insurance companies   , and philanthropic 
holdings    of the 20th and early 21st centuries LT. At current 
time marker, conservation and preservation are isolation-
grade crimes: forceful imprisonment and embalming. 
Depending on their generation, our residents have each 
endured somewhere between one and three centuries (LT) 
of conservation. To recover, they are placed in ACC for a 
hekayear CT quarantine.
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deadly drives that culminated in the Climate Asset Wars    in 
the first half of the 21st century LT. The permit also allows the 
images inside to imprint safely onto your unconscious vent.  
It is equally important that your visit does not trigger the kind 
of gaze the residents are recovering from. 

Why was Altamira Cave Complex chosen as a host?

Altamira Cave Complex was chosen in 2077 LT because 
of its archaic use properties. The last century brought an 
aesthetic reckoning. In the early 20th century LT, a group of 
artists noticed that the cave paintings, previously thought 
rudimentary, exhibited qualities vastly more sophisticated than 
the new art of the artist-group’s own time. The “contemporary”, 
relating to the art of the present, was abandoned together with 
the linear time acceleration. The cave paintings encompassed 
all media simultaneously: scoring, drawing, printing, stamping, 
painting, sculpture, performance, music, and—with the addition 
of fire’s stroboscopic effect—animation and narrative cinema. 
They were not owned, but living architectures. The artists 
wondered at length. They struggled to understand how the 
first recorded artworks had already been what “contemporary 
art” now claimed to be for the first time. Had a 38 thousand 
year-long intermission (LT) transpired unnoticed? They 
narrowed the point of art’s sharpest decline to what was called 
Enlightenment    in the West    and its descendants. 

Why were they placed under a hekayer CT quarantine?

Art Recovery Initiative of 2077 LT has selected these Re-
Animate Objects carefully over a period of a dekayear CT. Their 
inestimable financial    valuation, museological display, and 
storage requirements were marked detrimental to the founding 
of a New Image Ecology   . This initiative, art field-wide, was 
tasked with restoring sensual degradation and optical drives 
responsible for 21st century LT Climate Cataclysm    on Earth. 
In their original exhibition context, the residents of ACC were 
tagged as broken, distressed, and unsafe for the New Image 
Ecology. Their recovery starts by allowing them to feel time 
again, to heal from the stigma of eternity—a condition prized 
by their former hosts, who treated things as property. As Re-
Animate Objects, the ACC regards them as reanimate beings 
requiring rehabilitation, nourishment and, ultimately, living.

Is it safe to enter AAC?

It is not safe to enter Altamira Cave Complex lacking the 
mandatory Dream State Permit. Seizures and permanent 
trauma may likely occur and lead to biotic Sense-degradation 
and dream paralysis. Dream State Permit allows visitors to 
understand the historical context and use of residents at the 
time of their creation, their exhibition, and their role in building 
the Western Aesthetic Canon    responsible for the array of 
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The Enlightenment put light (lux, sol), a radiation that makes 
vision possible to the human eye, in a binary with darkness. 
Light denoted knowledge and the Enlightenment shed light 
on the unknown, the dark. At ACC, lightness is familial to 
darkness. It denotes a lightening up, a buoyancy. Its dust 
and dirt are some of the finest, the faintest ever recorded. 
At ACC, enlightenment denotes a process of adding layers of 
micro-pearl dust onto Altamira cave residents’ already-pristine 
structures. In 2057 LT, Altamira was the first site equipped 
with a dimensional translator, the device allowing it to speak. 
It was also the first to volunteer as a recovery site through its 
own speech channel.

Is ACC dust and dirt synthetic?

At ACC, both occur naturally. In 2054 LT when Cultural 
Property Protections were suspended and invalidated, the 
preservation of the Altamira caves as a World Heritage Site 
ceased. Sedimentted dust and dirt showed as micro-pearls 
with no measurable physical weight. Further tests implied that, 
if charged with the Xi magnet (Xi-mag), the dust would remain 
aloft, floating and growing denser over time. In 2058 LT, ACC 
placed Xi-mag chargers at 20-meter intervals, thus creating a 
micro-pearl dust atmosphere in perpetual suspension. As the 
residents arrived, the first step in their recovery was being 
Fi-charged and pinned against the dim cave walls. Fi-charge 

attracted the Xi-charged dust, which covered the residents 
fully upon entry. The ACC provides continuous dust and dirt 
sedimentation to those who were prohibited from aging and 
feeling the passage of time. As a first step in feeling time, the 
residents feel the falling of dust. 

The dust cover acts in three ways:

embracing the residents by making them lighter;
physically releasing the hold of conservation;
and, nullifying residents’ derivative value as speculative 
property. 

The ACC gifts the dust and dirt to the residents and through 
it, its codes of use and life. Under this influence many of the 
residents develop their own relationships to the dust, and 
allow parts of it to be incorporated to create new forms. Some 
residents grow thicker and others thinner, some change color, 
some move. These forms cannot be predicted. The process of 
recovery is different for each resident.

Can the visitors of ACC witness this form shift?

Certainly, as this is one of the primary motives to enter. The 
Dream State Permit charges your Biotic Tag with a slight 
Z-magnet (Z-mag), so that as you enter the ACC the   micro-pearl 
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dust in your path swims away from you. Since the caves are 
not lit, except by the naturally occurring oculi, shift to somatic 
senses to supplement vision as needed. Note that as you 
near the artworks leaning at the base of the cave walls, your 
approach may or may not shift the dust around them. Each 
resident has a Z-mag block in case they do not want to be 
disturbed. If they allow the dust to shift, the dust particles they 
have already incorporated will remain in place. Regardless, you 
may move as you please through the cave and remain as long 
as you like. In Dream State Visits the ACC can be comfortably 
occupied by 280 biotics, but every one of your co-visitors 
manifests, to you, as an elongated vector shifting the micro-
pearl dirt. 

Are all the residents of ACC arranged in the same way?

No. Two kinds of exceptions present: 

1.  ACC has felt some physical movement of its residents 
beyond dust incorporation. Those remain unrecorded 
to provide privacy. The residents are not subjects of 
study. They can be visited only if they seek company.  
ACC provides them the option. 

2.  Certain residents arrived with occupancy instructions 
prescribed by the Art Recovery Initiative, for the initial period 
of their stay. For example, in the ACC entrance hall, two 

residents received such prescriptions. With their permission 
we will use their prescriber's argument notes as examples 
A and B below.

Ex. A
ACC places Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer in the middle of 
the ACC entrance hall, where residents greet it upon arrival. A 
small, U-shaped channel on the ground supports it. In this way, 
the maximum dose of micro-pearl dirt is immediately charged. 
Upon dispossession, the auditory hallucinations of this resident 
ceased instantly. Over the last two dekayears CT, the back 
of the painting has grown a face with olive green eyes. It will 
remain unvisited until further notice. 

Begin Argument Notes for Ex. A: Der Wanderer über 
dem Nebelmeer

This painting was called “Wanderer above the Sea of 
Fog”. Caspar David Friedrich    painted it circa 1818 
LT. Previously this work of German Romanticism    
qualified as a masterpiece   . A male   , pink-skinned   ,  
Caucasian   , blond    subject, with narrow straight 
back, square and tight buttocks, thick wiry, muscular 
legs covered by a dark navy overcoat, stands with 
no help from his cane atop a tall cliff or a mountain 
summit. His hand is stroking his left thigh. His head is 
between two hillsides, inhaling the vapors below. The 
subject turns his back to viewers. This position was 
termed “Rückenfigur”    (in German    language Der 
Rücken    denotes the back of a human body). Unlike 
in traditional portraiture    painting, where a posing 
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subject faces us, Friedrich championed people with 
their backs turned and fronts obscured. The rest of 
the painting (scanning from the bottom up) depicts a 
horizontal band of mist holding a range of near rocks 
with trees, covered by a second layer of mist, two 
intersecting plateaus, a third horizontal band of mist, 
then hills and mountain ranges on the left met by a 
vertical cliff on the right receding into a horizon line 
and a thinly-clouded day sky. The Wanderer gazed 
over the landscape, feeling what is canonized as 
“fernweh”    (in German from fern “far” + weh “pain”, 
meaning sickness or longing for the faraway, antonym     
of Heimweh, from german heim meaning “home”, 
thereby “homesickness”).

The Wanderer resides at ACC with three prescription 
arguments:
1.  The Wanderer’s fernweh formalized and 

transmitted the idea of ambiguous, unconditionally 
available landscape, extended to the earth’s 
horizon, depopulated of its expendable inhabitants. 
The Wanderer is a double of the colonial explorer     
who aimed to own the whole world, its unknown 
parts especially. The Wanderer could not live with 
the unknown. His desire meant a freedom over 
all to capture, define, map, grid, list, rename, and 
rebuild. From the terra firma    atop his cliff, he 
surveyed all. Where will he go next? Next acquire? 
Master? Voiceless lands called. Freedom itself 
became his possession, an asset to trade, gift, 
rescind. Like fire he consumed the world. 

2.  The Wanderer modeled a noxious spectatorship: 
to those following he says looking is enough. His 
spectatorship incited no action, regardless of what 
transpired ahead.

3. The companionless, certain Wanderer’s position 
forced viewers to follow his turned back. The 
summit beckoned, the panorama steps away. A bit 
ahead, we are where he is, in a way who he is. This 
abstraction is Friedrich’s most dangerous device: 
to beckon us join the Wanderer in his desire to 
walk, look, and see alone. As one.

End Argument Notes for Ex. A: Der Wanderer über dem 
Nebelmeer
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from the scene, and this absence varnished over, 
presented as so much living, so much difference 
miraculously made still. Yet as much as the painted 
stuffs, Heda’s panel itself was a prestigious object: 
still more movable finery positioned to incite 
further extraction. 

2. Stilleven obscures a line of meaning blatantly 
present in all paintings of its kind. It classes 
things, administers life. The lemon is peeled, 
the butterfly is alive, the fabric is inanimate, as 
is the salt as well, the cup is a thing, the bird is 
an animal. These classification codes are buried 
one floor below surface, and catalog a second 
intelligence, separating what is living and what is 
dead, training their spectator to think they know 
the difference. Ultimately, such a thinking eye gave 
itself the freedom to decide what lives or dies, 
what is human and what is thing. It imagined that 
mental looking alone transformed the very states 
of the beings and things of the world. 

3.  Stilleven is the progenitor of product    photography   .  
In the light of Climate Asset Wars, all pictures 
inciting desire for consuming alienation and 
abstracting violent production form a kind of 
catalog. This catalog serves as a reminder that it 
destroyed everything it pictured.

End Argument Notes Ex. B: Stilleven met vergulde bokaal

Ex. B

Stilleven met vergulde bokaal prescription mandated that for 
the first dekayear CT of its residence, the painting be placed, 
face-up, on a freestanding rock left of the entrance to the 
ACC. Just now this resident has absorbed enough micro-pearl 
dust to have lost 300 mg of mass. It is now a warm clay gray 
accented slightly yellow. This artwork allows Dream State 
Visits.

Begin Argument Notes Ex. B: Stilleven met vergulde 
bokaal 

This painting was called Still Life    with a Gilt Cup, 
painted in 1635 LT by the Dutch    still life    painter, 
Willem Claesz Heda. His work was almost strictly 
stilleven (or “dead nature” as in French nature morte, 
Russian натюрморт, and Spanish la naturaleza muerta). 
Heda’s compositions often included pewter, silver, gold, 
damask, tapestry, oysters, salt, lemons, glass, porcelain, 
tea, exotic fruits, mother-of-pearl among other rare and 
luxurious items. Slight color accents enhanced Heda’s 
refined, low-key palette. Heda’s glanz    and light had at 
the same time immense detail and differed vastly from 
his colleagues’ more energetic arrangements. 

Stilleven resides at ACC for three prescription 
arguments:
1. Each thing here depicted—placed just so, as 

though coming from nowhere—flows from colonial 
conquest and economic warfare. The violence 
of this taking and those violated are fully absent 
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Are Prescription Argument Notes available for all residents of 
ACC?

No. Only the residents open to Dream State Visits make their 
argument notes available. Before you approach, to keep you 
both safe, their notes will imprint on your unconscious vent. 
Your current psy-notes will imprint on theirs.

If you have any additional questions and concerns the host 
glare will hear them now.
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To proceed, grant access to your psy-notes now.

Smoothing...
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To complete your Dream State Permit and initiate charge 
recalibration of your biotic tag, ping now.

Smoothing...
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Enter.

Smoothing...


